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A ComparativeModel of Bargaining:
Theory and Evidence
By GARY E BOLTON*

Recent laboratorystudies of alternating-offer
bargainingfind many empirical
regularitiesthat are inconsistentwith the standard theory.In this paper, I
postulatethat bargainersbehaveas if theyare negotiatingover both "absolute"
and "relative"money.Absolutemoneyis measuredby cash, relativemoneyby
the disparitybetweenabsolutemeasures.The resultingmodel is consistentwith
previouslyobservedregularities.
New experiments
providefurthersupportas well
as evidenceagainstseveralalternativeexplanations.
Also findingsomesupportis
an extensionwhichpredictsthat the equilibriumof the standardtheorywill be
observedwhenbargainingis donein a "tournament"
setting.(JEL C78, C92)
A controversyhas developed over what
role, if any, "fairness"plays in laboratory
alternating-offerbargaining. Experimental
investigatorshave come to markedlydifferent conclusionsabout the abilityof perfect
equilibrium, in conjunction with the assumptionthat utility is measuredby monetarypayoffs,to predictbehavior.A possible
role for fairness arises because settlements
regularlydiffer from those predicted in the
directionof the equal money division.
Jack Ochs and Alvin E. Roth (1989) suggest that a model in which utility functions
containan argumentreflectingtolerancefor
deviationsfrom equal divisionsmay be useful in explainingthese phenomena.Not everyone agrees:
We strictlyreject the idea to include
results of analyzinga social decision
problem into the utility functions of
the interacting agents. ...

Further-

more, all our experiencesfromultimatum bargainingexperiments indicate
that subjects do not "maximize"but
are guided by sometimes conflicting
behavioral norms. The utility approach necessarily neglects the dy-

*
Departmentof ManagementScience, The Smeal
Collegeof BusinessAdministration,PennsylvaniaState
University,University Park, PA 16802. The author
thanksMariaHerrero,Alvin Roth, and SanjaySrivastava for their helpfulcomments.

namic nature of the intellectual process which subjects apply to derive
their decision behavior....
(WernerGuth and ReinhardTietz,
1990p. 440).
Instead, Guth and Tietz favor a model in
whichbargainersshift between strategicand
equityconsiderationsin a hierarchicalmanner. Still other experimental investigators
see little or no role for distributionalconcerns. Kenneth Binmore et al. (1985) suggest that experience is sufficient to turn
"fairmen"into perfect-equilibrium"gamesmen." Janet Neelin et al. (1988) conjecture
that when perfect equilibriumpredictsinaccurately it is because bargainersfail to do
backwardsinduction. The data sets from
these investigationsare broadly consistent
with one another;it is the data interpretations that differ. Ochs and Roth (1989) survey these studies and reconcile some of the
conclusions.They trace some of the discrepancies to differencesin the scope of experimental design and trace others to differences in the focus of the data analysis.
This paper reportson experimentalwork
that addresses some of the unreconciled
disparities.The paper also describesa comparativemodel in which distributionalconcerns are incorporatedinto utilityfunctions.
While Ochs and Roth (1989) suggestedthis
sort of model, they neither fully describedit
nor did a full analysis.
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The comparativemodel explains previously observedbehaviorin some detail. Of
course, if this were all it could do, it would
be of marginalinterest:the litmustest is the
veracityof the model's added implications.
The comparativemodel predicts with considerableaccuracyin two previouslyunstudied environments.Even so, one might question the prudenceof insertingdistributional
concerns into utility functions.1 For instance, why not maintain the conventional
behavioralpostulate and modifyone of the
usual suspects (say, the complete-information assumption)?The answer,detailed below, is that observed behavior is in direct
conflictwith the suppositionthat bargainer
utility is measured exclusivelyby monetary
payoffs (irrespectiveof informationalconsiderations),thereby necessitatingthe type
of modificationembodied in the comparative model.
The comparativemodel is a modification
of the conventionaltheory, derivingpredictions, as does the conventionaltheory,from
utility maximization and perfect equilibrium.Thus, the comparativemodel demonstrates that game theory can provideuseful
explanationsfor the behavior observed in
this type of laboratory bargaining. More
specifically,the comparativemodel demonstrates that there is a strategic,as well as a
"fairness,"aspect to the way in which subjects bargain. (Vesna Prasnikarand Roth
[1991] draw a similar conclusion from a
ratherdifferentsort of experiment.)
In the basic bargainingenvironmentto be
considered,there are two bargainers,a and
/3. They seek mutual agreementon sharing
a pie. Attention will be restrictedto a twoperiod version of the model. In the first
period, a proposes a division of the pie
which /3 either accepts or rejects. If /3 accepts, the pie is divided in accordancewith
a's proposal;otherwise,the game proceeds
to the second period, and due to delay, the
pie shrinks.Now roles are reversed:/3makes
a proposal.If a accepts, the pie is divided

IAlthough this is by no means a novel approach.
Harold M. Hochman and James D. Rodgers (1969) is a
significant example.
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accordingly;otherwise, the game ends in
"disagreement,"with both bargainers receivingnothing.
Alternating-offerbargainingof this sort
has been analyzed by Ingolf Stahl (1972)
and Ariel Rubinstein(1982), amongothers.
The standardanalysis,which I will refer to
as the pecuniary model, assumes that bar-

gainerutilityis equivalentto the amountof
pie that the bargainer receives. The predicted outcome, (subgame)perfect equilibrium, is derived from backwardsinduction.
For example, suppose that the pie is one
dollar, and suppose that a and /3 have
respectivediscountfactors 8a and 8,3, both
containedon the interval[0,1]. Considerthe
subgame beginning in the second period.
Since a's utility depends exclusivelyon the
amountof money he receives, /3 need offer
a at most one cent in order to induce a to
accept. Consequently, 3 may ask for and
receivevirtuallythe entire dollar.Now back
up to the first period. Since 3's utility depends only on the amount of money he
receives, a need offer /3 at most one cent
more than ,3 can expect from rejectingand
moving the game into the second period.
Bargainer83'sfirst-periodvaluationof a second-period dollar is 8, dollars. Therefore,
a's equilibriumstrategyis to offer 8 dollars
to /8 and, if the game goes to the second
period, to accept any nonnegative offer.
Bargainer3's equilibriumstrategyis to accept any offer of b dollars or more, to
rejectotherwise,and if the game goes to the
second period, to offer a no more than one
cent. So the perfect-equilibriumallocation
has a receiving 8 dollars and /3 receiving
1 - N dollars,boti in the first period.
I. ExperimentalStudy:Test of the
Pecuniary Model

I conducteda laboratorytest of the pecuniary model. One purpose was to check
whethermy experimentaldesign replicated,
in qualitative terms, the data of previous
studies (i.e., Binmoreet al., 1985;Guth and
Tietz, 1988; Neelin et al., 1988; Ochs and
Roth, 1989), which it does. Another purpose was to generate benchmark data
against which new hypotheses could be
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TABLE 1-EXPERIMENTAL

Structure

(8a8

,1)

=(2
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DESIGN
(8a8

1)

,1)

=(I

9)

Direct money split

cell 1:
inexperienced, 16 subjects
cell 4:
experienced, 14 subjects
(10 from cell 1, 4 from cell 2)

cell 2:
inexperienced, 14 subjects

Tournament

cell 5:
inexperienced, 14 subjects
cell 7:
experienced, 12 subjects
(7 from cell 5, 5 from cell 6)

cell 6:
inexperienced, 14 subjects
cell 8:
experienced, 14 subjects
(5 from cell 5, 9 from cell 6)

Structural variation

cell 3 (rotating positions):
inexperienced, 12 subjects
cell 9 (truncation):
inexperienced, 16 subjects

cell 10 (truncation):
inexperienced, 16 subjects

tested (reported on below). A summaryof
these experimentsis placed at this point in
the expositionin order to demonstratehow
the new hypotheses are suggested by the
data.

period-2 value for a was $0.08, and the
value for 3 was $0.04; these were reversed
in cell 2.
For the sake of brevity, the pecuniarymodel perfect equilibriumwill be referred
to as the pecuniary equilibrium. Table 2

A. Design and Methodology

The original experiment comprised ten
cells, each distinguishedby three treatment
variables: structure, subject experience, and
discount factors (see Table 1). The games

played in cells 1 and 2 conformpreciselyto
the alternating-offersstructuredescribedin
the Introduction.This structurewill be referred to as the direct money split. Subjects

who participatedin cells 1 and 2 were inexperienced(i.e., the subjectshad no previous
experience with bargaining experiments).
Nor did any subjectwho participatedin cell
1 participatein cell 2. The discountfactors
used in cell 1 were (8a, 8,) = (2, 1); in cell 2,
(8a,8p)=(1

2).

The basic design of cells 1 and 2 is due to
Ochs and Roth (1989):the "pie" is a predeterminedamountof moneywhich, in accordance with the relevant discount factors,
diminishesfrom one period to the next. To
implement unequal discount factors, subjects negotiateover how to split an intermediate commodity:100 "chips."In both cells
1 and 2, the period-1value of each chip to
each bargainer was $0.12. In cell 1, the

identifies the pecuniaryequilibriafor both
cells 1 and 2. Multiple equilibriaare due to
the discretenatureof the pie.
With the noted exceptions,the methodology was the same for all 10 cells: all observations for a given cell were collected in a
single session.2Subjectswere recruitedfrom
the undergraduatepopulation of Carnegie
Mellon University.3Cash was the only incentive offered.4 In order to participate,
subjectshad to appearat a special time and
2The longest session was 1 hour and 15 minutes, the
shortest was 45 minutes, and the average was approximately 1 hour. Cells 1-4, 9, and 10 began at 3:30 P.M.
Cells 5-8 began at 3:00 P.M. All cells were run on
weekdays, between 20 April and 15 September 1989.
3Participants for cells 1-4 were recruited from various undergraduate economics classes. Most of the participants in cells 5-10 were recruited via university
bulletin boards, and the rest were recruited from undergraduate economics classes. Of the 102 participants,
all but two were undergraduates. Of the two that were
not, one was a graduate student in public policy and
engineering (participated in cells 1 and 4), and the
other was a graduate student in mechanical engineering (participated in cells 6-8).
4Subjects were told explicitly that this was the only
reason they should consider participating.
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PREDICTIONSAND TESTS, DIRECT MONEY SPLIT

A. Predictions:
Pecuniary model
1

A2

= 4 = $3.96-$4.08
(33-34 chips)

= $7.92-$8.04
(66-67 chips)

Both models
A1, A4

< $6.00 (50 chips)

Comparative model
A2

< $7.92 (66 chips)

A1, A4 < /2

B. Tests:
Hypothesis (H0)
$4.08
$4.08
,.t 2 $6.00
A4 2 $6.00
A2 2 $7.92
A4

=

1-kl = A4
/1 2 2
A4 2 A2

t statistic

d.f.

1.658
3.382
- 8.447
- 8.847
- 12.580

7.00
6.00
7.00
6.00
6.00

0.878
-5.510
-5.131

12.84
12.98
11.93

Notes: The observed opening offer in cell i is denoted ,u'. All t statistics were
calculated using means and standard errors from the last round of the cell(s). Welch's
two-mean test was used for two-mean comparisons (see Peter J. Bickel and Kjell A.
Doksum, 1977 pp. 218-9).

place. After random seating, they read directions (see Appendix B).s This was followed by 10-15 minutes of practice games
with the computeras bargainingpartner.As
subjects were aware, the computer generated random(hence meaningless)offers and
responses.6After practice, important portions of the directions (italicized in Appendix B) were read aloud, and all chip
values were publicly announced. Finally,
subjectswere assigneda and 3 roles (equal
numbersof each). These did not change for
5Because of differences in treatment variables, directions necessarily differed across cells. The directions
presented in Appendix B are a composite.
6During practice, the computer and the subject
would take turns at the roles of a and P3.When the
computer was called upon to respond to a proposal,
"accept" and "reject" would be randomly chosen, regardless of what the actual proposal was. When the
computer was called upon to propose, a random-number generator would produce a proposal of the form
(x, 100 - x). One might worry that this procedure would
bias participants toward making Pareto-optimal proposals. However, the previous studies cited in this
paper provide overwhelming evidence that subjects
would do so anyway.

the duration of the cell (except in cell 3,
where roles were alternated).
As subjectswere apprised,each a anonymously played each /3 exactly once. The
computer communicatedall offers and responses. It computed and displayed the
monetaryvalue of offers, whether actually
made or just under consideration.Also displayed was the history of the game in
progress (for a facsimile of a typical computer screen see AppendixB).7 First-period
proposalsand tentativesecond-periodcounteroffers appeared on the screen together.
Bargainersplaying /3 sent first-periodrejections and second-period counteroffers simultaneously.At the end of each game,
subjects recorded the complete game history (blankin AppendixB), makingit avail7The facsimile in Appendix B pertains to the direct
money split. The only alterations made for the tournaments were that chip values were measured in points
and at the conclusion of each game the total points a
participant had made during the experiment was displayed. The only alteration made for the structuralvariation cells was that in cells 9 and 10, a's secondperiod option to accept or to reject was eliminated.
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able for later reference. Subjects had no
access to informationabout games in which
they were not participants.8At the conclusion of the session, two games were randomly chosen for immediatecash payment
of earnings (tournamentpayoffs were different:see Section III-C).9
Investigatorsmust always be concerned
that superfluousaspectsof the experimental
design might affect the results (this is true
in all experimentalsciences).The remedyis
to repeat the experiment,varyingthe superfluous aspects. Therefore, while the basic
design follows Ochs and Roth (1989), details of my experimentdiffered.For one, no
fee was paid to subjectsfor arrivingon time.
This was done because some commentators

had expressedconcernthat Ochs and Roth's
data might reflect subjects' interest in the
fee ratherthan the bargainingpayoffs.Second, discountfactorswere altered in such a
way that the pecuniaryequilibria and the
fifty-fiftymoney division are spread relatively fartherapart.This was done to make
it easier to interpretopening offers. Third,
chip values and the number of rounds for
which subjectswere actuallypaid were chosen so that the expected value of a given
proposalwas about the same across experiments (actuallya bit higher in mine),10but
the probabilitythat the proposalwould actuallybe paid on was higherin mine (25-29
percent comparedto 10 percent). This addresses, at least partially,the concern that
subjectsin the Ochs and Roth study might
not have taken certain situations too seriously because of a low probabilitythat they
would matter, cashwise.(See Sections II-E
and Ill-C for additional, strong evidence
that this is not a problem.)
B. Results

The pecuniary model suggests a data
analysis along several dimensions. Point
8In the tournaments,however, final point counts
were publiclyannounced(without attribution)at the
completionof the session.
9The averagepayoutwas slightlyless than $10.
10If expected values are proratedfor the running
time of the experiment,they are muchhigherfor mine.
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predictionsare made about first-periodoffers. In addition,there are predictionsabout
what should happen if play deviates from
the equilibriumpath: about conditions under which P should reject and about what
the subsequentcounteroffershould be.
Begin with first-period offers: Figure 1
provides a graphical comparison of cell-1
mean observedopening offers with the pecuniaryequilibrium.Figure2 does the same
for cell 2. For cell 1, the hypothesis that
last-roundmeans are the same as the equilibriumcannot be rejected at the 0.05 level
of significance,but it is rejectedat the 0.025
level. For cell 2, the hypothesiscan be rejected at all conventionallevels (see Table 2
for the t statistics). In fact, cell-2 mean
offers are consistentlyless than half the pie,
even though pecuniaryequilibriumcalls for
an offer of about two-thirds.Note that, for
both cells, the deviations are in the direction of the equal money split.
It might be argued that the proposed
offers, in cell 1 at least, are close to the
pecuniaryequilibrium,statisticsaside. After
all, the differencebetween the equilibrium
and the last-roundmean is only about $0.50,
not a big difference,particularlywhen one
considersthat offers must be made in $0.12
intervals.The followingexplanationis seeminglyconsistentwith the pecuniarymodel:if
the game should go to the second period,
and assumingthat a prefers ending in disagreement to accepting nothing, p must
offer a a fractionof the pie. It would be no
surprise if this fraction were higher than
$0.04 (one chip). Using a slightly higher
value than $0.04 will alter the backwardsinduction calculation by a small amount,
hence the observed slight deviation. However, the explanationimplies that the deviations should be consistentlynegative,while
the observeddeviationsare consistentlypositive. This inconsistency,combinedwith the
very substantialdeviationsobserved in cell
2, suggeststhat an alternativeexplanationis
necessary.Otherswill be consideredbelow.
Next, consider data on rejections and
counteroffers(see Figs. 3, 4). In both cells,
about 20 percent of all opening offers were
rejected. Rejections are not on the pecuniary-equilibrium
path, nor are disadvanta-
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that give the ,3 proposer less money than
the first-periodoffer he rejects). In cell 1,
85 percent of rejected first-period offers
were followed by disadvantageouscounteroffers. For cell 2, the figure is 20
percent.'1This behaviorwas not restricted

to a veryfew: disadvantageouscounteroffers
were made by a majorityof cell-1 ,B bargainers,no one being responsiblefor a very
large proportion(Fig. 3). Finally, note the
high percentageof second-periodrejections.
This is so in spite of the fact that most
second-periodoffersgave a a positive,often

lIt is not surprisingthat a smaller proportionof
first-periodrejectionsin cell 2 are followed by disadvantageouscounteroffers:In cell 2, a's almost always
offered O's less than the pecuniaryequilibrium,and

vice versain cell 1. This almostalwaysleaves roomfor
advantageouscounteroffersin cell 2 but almost never
does in cell 1.
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substantial, number of chips (average for
both cells was about25).
At the very least, there are manydiscrepancies between the data and the pecuniarymodel predictions. The data are not unusual: they are qualitativelyconsistentwith
previouslycited studies. It will be useful to
have a summaryof the commonregularities
(firstenumeratedby Ochs and Roth [1989]).
Rl: There is a consistentfirst-moveradvantage: a bargainersreceive more than 8

la') = (,

2)

bargainers,regardless of the value of
3.

R2: Observedmean opening offers deviate
from the pecuniaryequilibriumin the
directionof the equal money division.
R3: A substantialproportionof first-period
offers are rejected.
R4: A substantial proportion of rejected
first-periodoffers are followed by disadvantageouscounteroffers.
There is one other regularitywhich only the
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on a cognitive level is detailed in Appendix C.)
Another possibilityis that bargainersprefer disagreementto acceptingoffersthat are
"insultinglylow." However, as Ochs and
Roth point out, this does not explainwhy a
R5: The value of 8a influences the outcome.
bargainerwould reject an offer and come
back with one that gives him less money. If
Disadvantageouscounteroffersappear to
anything, the argument, unembellished,
be the key to understandingwhy the empiri- would seem to rule out disadvantageous
cal data differ from the pecuniarymodel's counteroffers.
A more subtle version of the last argupredictions:a key auxiliaryassumptionof
the model is that each bargainer'sutility ment conjecturesthat bargainersprefer disagreement to receiving less than $x and,
correspondsto his monetarypayoff. If this
is true, then disadvantageouscounteroffers because of the value of the discountfactors,
should never be observed,and the model's the second-periodpie is worth less than $x
to at least one bargainer.As a consequence,
predictionsshould follow easily (at least in
the two-periodmodel, where the backwards this bargainerdoes not care about the secinduction is trivial). However, disadvanta- ond-periodpie, and disadvantageouscoungeous counteroffersare observed in relateroffers are simply evidence of the resulttivelylarge numbersin all of the cited stud- ing capricious behavior. This argument,
ies. Note that no amount of incomplete however, implies that the bargaining reinformationwill explain this: when subjects duces to a one-period demand game. It
make disadvantageouscounteroffers, they
follows that the opening equilibriumoffer is
have sufficientinformationto knowthat they
$x regardless of the values of bargainer
are turning down money. Other explana- discountfactors.However,definite shifts in
tions come to mind, but as discussedin the
opening offers are observedas discountfacnext section, manyare either in conflictwith
tors are varied in all of the relevantstudies
the data or theoreticallyproblematic.
(comparecells 1 and 2 in Figs. 1 and 2; see
Guth and Tietz, 1988;Ochs and Roth, 1989).
C. Some Plausible, but Flawed, Hypotheses
The above argumentmight be taken one
About Disadvantageous Counteroffers
step further:perhapsthe money involvedin
the experimentas a whole is not enough to
It might be thought that disadvantageous induce subjectsto take it seriously.12In the
counteroffers are evidence that subjects lab, I manipulatedthe structureof the basic
were confused by the experimentaldesign. bargaininggame in severalways.In some of
In particular,p bargainersmay have comthese variations, disadvantageous counmitted themselves to rejecting opening ofteroffers virtually disappear (see Sections
fers before consideringfeasible counterof- II-E and III-C).The payoffswere comparafers, or maybe subjects made calculation ble acrossall variations,implyingthat someerrors when translatingchips into money. thingelse is responsiblefor disadvantageous
However,in myexperiments,as well as those
counteroffers.Also, if subjectsdid not take
of Ochs and Roth (1989), Guth and Tietz
the game seriously,one would expect to see
(1988), and Neelin et al. (1988), counterof- erraticbehaviorin the data. This is not the
fers appeared on the computer screen (or
message paper) along with the original offers, before any commitmentwas made on
the part of f3. In my experiment,the com12Thequestionof whetherthe amountof money is
puter calculatedthe value of everyproposal sufficient
to inducesubjectsto take the game seriously
for both players, and it appeared on the
is distinctfrom the questionof what would happen if
screen wheneverthe proposaldid. (Further the stakeswere raised.The latterquestionis discussed
evidence that subjectsunderstoodthe game in SectionII-D.

Ochs and Roth studyhad sufficientscope to
capture.Recall that, by the pecuniaryequilibrium,the proportionalallocation should
be dependentexclusivelyon the value of ,.
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case. Indeed, the consistency of the data,
not only withinthe variousexperiments,but
across them, is quite remarkable(for a discussionsee Ochs and Roth [1989]).
In some studies, includingmine, subjects
negotiated in round-robinstyle. While they
never playedthe same person twice, each I3
bargainerplayedthe same set of a bargainers. It might be argued that either the a's
or B3'sare colludingvia "feedbackeffects."
For instance, suppose that perfect equilibrium calls for 83to receive one-thirdof the
first-periodpie. A 83bargainermight reject
offers of less than, say, 40 percent of the
pie, thinking that this will influence the
rejected a bargainersto play softer in the
future to the benefit of all 83bargainers.A
similar argument can be fashioned for a
collusionwhen a's equilibriumshare of the
pie is less than 50 percent. This argument
has the unravelingproblemthat most collusion argumentshave when applied to finite
games. Moreover, it is quite awkwardto
argue that /3 bargainersare colludingwhen
it is observed that they receive more than
their perfect-equilibriumsharewhile a bargainers are colludingwhen the situation is
reversed.
D. ExperienceHypothesis

From examiningFigure 1 it mightbe conjectured that, at the conclusion of play in
cell 1, subjectsare still learning(i.e., behavior has not yet stabilized).Specifically,there
is a downward trend to opening offers,
which, if it continued, might lead to pecuniary equilibriumplay. How a learning argumentwould apply to cell 2 is less apparent (compareFig. 2). Nevertheless,one cannot dismissout-of-handthe hypothesisthat
more experience might lead to pecuniarymodel results, or at least to results that
differ substantially from the less-experienced case.
Cell 4 was designed with the experience
hypothesisin mind. Experiencedbargainers
were recruitedby firstinvitingall cell-1 participants.They were given first prioritybecause the cell-4 bargaininggame is identical
to that in cell 1 (same discount factors). It
was necessaryto recruita few subjectsfrom
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cell 2.13 These were telephoned in random
order, until the desired numberof subjects
was obtained(see Table 1 for numbers).14"15
Except for subjectexperience,cells 1 and 4
are identical in terms of both methodology
and design. In particular,bargainer roles
for cell 4 were randomlyassigned.
Comparingcells 1 and 4 providesa test of
the experience hypothesis.As indicated in
Table 2 and displayedin Figure 1, the average observedopening offers for each round
of cell 4 are virtuallyidentical to those of
the final rounds of cell 1. The standard
errors are smallerfor cell 4 than for cell 1,
making it possible to reject the hypothesis
of pecuniary-equilibrium
play in cell 4 at all
conventionallevels of significance.
Contrary to the experience hypothesis,
this suggests that play has "stabilized"by
the end of cell 1, away from the pecuniary
equilibrium.However, note that the aggregate data on rejectionsand disadvantageous
counteroffersare very similarfor both cells
(Fig. 3). While this is clear evidence against
the hypothesisthat experiencewill produce
pecuniary play, it might also be taken as
evidence againstthe argumentthat play has
stabilized.However, if one rejects the idea
that subjectsare playingequilibrium,it is no
longer clear what is meant by "stabilized."
A discussion of what this might mean, as
well as whetherplayersare doing it, is postponed until Section II-C. The conclusionto
be drawn here is that experience does not
seem to producepecuniaryplay, nor does it
lead to any substantial changes, with the
exception of the shrinkingof standarderrors. (In a personal communication,Alvin
E. Roth has informedme that he and Claudia Garcia have obtained very similar results using experiencedsubjects.)

13Withone exception, all cell-1 participantsthat
could be contacted agreed to return. The one who
could not said she had a schedulingconflictbut offered
to returnat anothertime.
14After the runningof cell 1, one of the computer
terminalsbrokeandwas not repairedfor manymonths.
As a result,for cells 2-8, the maximumfeasible number of subjectsfell from 16 to 14.
15Subjectswere not previouslytold that they would
be invitedback to play.
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E. Simple Fairness Hypotheses

It might be argued that the deviations
from pecuniaryequilibriaobserved in cells
1, 2, and 4 are due to equity considerations
implicitin the experimentaldesign.At least
two distinct testable hypotheses fall under
this heading.One hypothesisstates that play
deviates in the direction of the fifty-fifty
money split because of an asymmetryof
opportunity;for example, /3 bargainersin
cell 1 never get to be a bargainers,thus
putting them at a strategic disadvantage.
The /8 bargainersreact to this by demanding more than the pecuniary equilibrium
prescribes to them. According to this hypothesis, if each player had an equal number of opportunities to be a, as well as
/3, pecuniary equilibriumshould result. A
second hypothesisstates that, by randomly
assigningsubjectsto be a or /3, the experimenter is inadvertentlysuggestingfair outcomes to the subjects(i.e., the experimenter
is treatingsubjectsin an egalitarianmanner,
therebyinfluencingsubjectsto act similarly;
for an exampleof this sort of phenomenon,
see Elizabeth Hoffman and Matthew L.
Spritzer[1982, 1985]).
Both hypothesesare tested in cell 3, which
was identical to cell 1 with the exception
that subjectsrotatedbetween a and f3 roles.
Twelve subjectsplayed 11 rounds. No subject played any other subject more than
once. In the first ten rounds, each subject
was an a half the time and a f3 the other
half. Subjects strictly alternated roles for
the firstsix rounds(becauseof the natureof
the permutations,strict alternation is not
possiblebeyondsix rounds).In the 11th and
last round, roles were randomlypicked by
the computer.16
The test is this: if either of the fairness
hypothesesis correct,then cell-3 datashould
be closer to pecuniaryequilibriumthan cell1 data. If neither the asymmetryof design
nor the randomizationhas any impact,then
cell-3 and cell-1 data shouldbe very similar.
The influence of broader experience on
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cell-3 subjectsis controlledfor by the cell-4
comparison.17

Figure 5 graphicallysummarizesthe data
on cell-3 opening offers. Note that, except
for the spikednatureof the averages(which
is explained by the alternatingroles), the
graphis very similarto that for cell 1 (Fig.
1). In fact, Welch's two-mean test of the
hypothesisthat Al = A3 resultsin a t statistic of -0.8208 with 8.39 degrees of freedom, so the hypothesiscannot be rejected
at any conventionallevel of significance.18
As shown in Figure 6, the statisticsfor rejections and disadvantageouscounteroffers
for the two cells are also very similar.Note
that fully 100 percent of the counteroffers
for cell 3 are disadvantageous.From this
evidence, it would not appear that rotating
the first-moverrole has much impact on
bargainerbehavior,leading to the rejection
of both hypotheses.
II. The Comparative Model

A. Intuition
There is an explanation for disadvantageous counteroffers that is consistent with a

wide range of empirical observations,includingR1-R5: contraryto an auxiliaryassumptionof the pecuniarymodel, bargainers care about the relativesplit of money as
well as their own cash payoff. Put another
way, bargainersmeasure what they receive
by both an absolute and a relative yardstick.
The absolute yardstick measures the cash
payoff. The relative yardstick measures the

disparitybetween the two bargainers'abso-

17Close readers of Binmore et al. (1985) may take
up those authors' assertion that it is the type of experience acquired, not experience per se, which makes for
a perfect-equilibrium "gamesman." They may feel that
cell 3 is a stronger test of the experience hypothesis
and that the test in cell 4 is inadequate or inappropriate. These readers are welcome to apply this interpretation.
18The test was done using the round-8 average from
cell 1 and the round-10 average of cell 3. If the
round-11 average from cell 3 is substituted instead, a t
statistic of -0.7370 with 9.41 degrees of freedom results, and again the hypothesis is not rejected at any
conventional level of significance.

lute measures(no altruism:utilityis nondecreasing in the relative measure's selffavorability).Althoughcash is the only commodity involved in negotiations,bargainers
act as if there are two: absoluteand relative
money. It is assumed that bargainersfind
the monies substitutablefor one another.
The explanationfor disadvantageouscounteroffers(R4) is immediate:bargainersare
trading away absolute money in order to
gain relativemoney.
As shownin the next section, the comparative model offers partial explanationsfor
why settlements consistentlydeviate in the
direction of the equal money division(R2)
as well as for the first-moveradvantage(R1).
The complete-information comparative
model also explainsvirtuallyall of the shifts
in mean offers observedby Guth and Tietz
(1988), Ochs and Roth, and myself when
bargainerdiscount factors were varied (including R5). An extension to incomplete
information,presented in the next section,
explains rejected first-periodoffers (R3). I
first present the model with complete information so as not to distractfrom the main
thrustdrivingthe results:an explanationfor
disadvantageouscounteroffers.
B. Formal Model

Consider a two-period alternating-offer
bargaininggame in which the pie is worth k
dollars.Let a and ,3 be the respectivefirstand second-period proposers. Offers take
Let
where Xa+x<1.
the form (xa,XI)
e
be the respective per-period
5a 3((0,1]

discountfactors,so, for example,an offer of

(Xa, x13)is worth kXa dollarsto a in the first
period,but only ,akXa dollarsin the second

period.
Bargainers receive utility from two
sources.One sourceis the amountof money
obtained from the settlement. The other
source is a relative comparisonof money
earnings,incorporatedinto the utility function by way of a proportionalindex:
{1
in,t(X,X0) a

t

=

l

nt-l

if xn =

otewXs

Xn

otherwise

0
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where t e (1,2) is the period of settlement
and n E {fa,,8}.Note that in,t E [O, + ?].
Bargainersa and fB'sutilityfrom a settlement of (xa, Xp,)in period t are respectively
given by

a,2

indifference
cu rve

8 X

/ 5 (1 X
aa a~
a

1 - --- -- -- - --

-- - --- -- -- -- -'- -- -- -'--1

A(Stlx,k,Xiat
A&jxa
k,a,t)

and
B(`

lxpk, i

t

comparative
equilibrium offer

which are assumed to have the following
characteristics.
ASSUMPTION 1: A and B are continuous
and right-differentiablein both arguments.

1-0)

ASSUMPTION2: A1 > 0 and B1> 0.
FIGURE

ASSUMPTION 3: For all jn,t< 19

A2

>

7.

1

2a

SECOND-PERIOD

a

Xa

INDIFFERENCE

CURVES

0

and B2 > O, where n = a,/3 and t = 1,2.
ASSUMPTION 4: If 8t-jx* > 8S-lx**
and ia,t(t 1x*)2 1, then A(8t-1x*k,ia,t)
> A(s- lx**k ia,s), where s, t E (1,2); if
3
t_X*
1x>
lx3* and ip,t(5` lx*) ? 1, then
B(3`

lx*k,i,

t)>

B(s-lx**k,i,,,s)

Assumption 2 says that, all other things
equal,bargainersprefermore moneyto less.
Assumption3 says that the closer the split is
to fifty-fifty,the better off is the bargainer
who receives the smaller share. For example, suppose a receives $2. Then, he is
better off when 83receives $4 than when 83
receives$5. On the other hand,Assumption
4 states that, if a bargainerreceives a share
that is larger than or equal to the share
received by his partner, the only way to
make him better off is to increasehis money
holdings.Put anotherway, once he obtains
parity, a bargainer'sonly concern is with
absolutemoney. The latter interpretationis
formalizedin the followinglemma (proof in
AppendixA).

described.Evidencesupportingthe assumptions made about i is discussed in Section
II-E.
As with the pecuniarymodel, (subgame)
perfectionwill be used as the solution concept. It will be clear from the analysisthat,
starting in any subgame, all equilibrium
splits, (x', x3), satisfyx' + x3 = 1. It is convenient to assume this up front because it
allows for a simplificationof the notation:a
period-t equilibrium offer is completely
characterized by wOt,the proportion of the
pie that /8 will receive if the offer is ac-

cepted (then, the proportionthat a receives
is 1-wt).

The (subgame) perfect equilibrium is
characterizedby two equations, both derived from backwardsinduction: suppose
that the first-periodoffer is turned down by
,3, who then must make a second-period
offer.Since a can achieveutilitylevel A(O,1)
by turningdown ,3's offer (both bargainers
leave the game with nothing), ,3's secondperiod equilibriumoffer, c 2' must satisfy

LEMMA 1: A2 = 0 and B2 = 0 whenever
in,t1,

wheren=a,,3

and t=1,2.

Figure 7 illustratesthe type of preferences

(1)

A(8 aa(1"
1-

k
2k)2))

=A(O, 1).

Equation (1) has an " = " sign, not a " > "

sign, because (i) in equilibrium,,B never
offers a more than necessary and (ii) by
Assumption 1, A is continuousin W2 (see
Fig. 7).
Furthermore, ,B will accept a's firstperiod offer, (01, only if 8 receives at least
as much utility from a's offer as she can
expect by rejectingand receivingCW2:
(2)

B( lk,

2))

B(85co2k,is,2(

Equation (2) involves an "=" sign, not a
">"
sign, for reasons analogous to those

given for (1).
Equation(2) can be simplified:define x42
that is, x4* is the
by 8a(1 x)=8
x
second-period spfit that gives each bargainer the same amount of money. Thus,
= 1. Monotonicity implies that
ia,2(x*)
A(8a(l -x*), 1)> A(0, 1), so in the second
period, P need never offer a more than
that is,

C02>

4.

Consequently, it

is alwaysthe case that i,,,2(cW2)

Lemma 1,B(5,p2k,iP,2(c2))=B(,W

1,

and by
(2k, 1).

Thus, (2) becomes
(2') B(o,k,

PROPOSITION 2: If 8, ?
if 3< 2, then C)1 < 2

then

2

wi

<8S;

PROOF:
Statement1: Since c2 < 1, then 8,&c2 < 8
Then, by monotonicity, B(8,k, 1) >
1). Using the continuityof B, this
B(GSPco2k,
implies that (2') is satisfiedby wi < 8S. The
proof of statement2 is analogous.
Proposition 2 predicts that the settlement
will deviate from the pecuniaryequilibrium
in the direction of the equal money split
> The directionof deviationfor
when 8, ?.

&1)

=

1-x*;
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1_c1)=B(P2k1).

< 2 is ambiguous. For example, suppose
that k = 1 and that bargainer n has the

Sp

utilityfunction
jn

where n = a, ,

Xn +

9n,

t

and t = 1,2, and suppose

= 0.49. Solving(1) yields W2
that 8a =
0.62, and using this to solve (2') yields wi
0.43 < S,. On the other hand, replacing0.49
in the utilityfunctionswith 0.35 and setting
= 0.35, one obtains wi = 0.37.
a =S
is less thanor greater
Therefore,whether&w,
than , when 8, < 2 depends on the values
of the discount factors in conjunctionwith
utility-function characteristics undetermined by Assumptions1-4.
Proposition 2 predicts a first-moverad< In the case of 8 > 2
vantagewhen 8, ?.
a first-moveradvantageis guaranteedif 8a

= S = 1 [examine (1) and (2')]. Under any

PROPOSITION 1: There exists Wl, &)2 E
[0,1] satisfying (1) and (2'). Further, if 0 <
8a and S, <1, then (CO)1,2)
is the unique
subgame-perfect-equilibriumstrategy combination and wo is the unique subgame-perfectequilibriumallocation.'9

(See Appendix A for the proof.) Regularities Rl and R2 are partially explained by
the next proposition.

19When

?S
= 1, a slight modification of the
a =a3

proof shows that the stated equilibriumoutcome is
unique, althoughplayerswill be indifferentabout the
periodof settlement.

other circumstances,a first-moveradvantage is uncertain:from (2'), cow? 2 only if it
is the case that 8{gCo2? 2. On the other
hand, satisfaction of (1) requires that
i 2(W2)? 1. Combining these conditions
yields
ip, 2 (2)

a(2

)

?

1

which is true only if Sp= 8a = 1.
Both the Ochs-Rothand Guth-Tietzdata
sets exhibit clear shifts in opening
offers as discount factors are varied. The
comparativemodel accuratelypredicts the
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directionof virtuallyall of them20and provides simple intuitiveexplanations.In addition, regularityR5 is explained.
PROPOSITION 3: For all
then dw1> 0.

Sal

if

d8a

>

0

(See AppendixA for the proof.) The intuition behind Proposition 3 is as follows.
Suppose the game goes to the second period. An increase in a's discount factor
means that a fixed proportionof the pie is
worth more to a in absolute as well as
relativeterms. It follows that ,3 can reduce
the share of the second-periodpie that she
offers and still get the offer accepted (i.e.,
w)2 increases).Therefore,to ,3, the value of
the period-2 subgame increases, meaning
that a must increasehis first-periodoffer in
order to get it accepted.
A generalization of the intuition for
Proposition3 leads to the following.
PROPOSITION4: Supposethat 8a
> 0, then dc1>O.

d8a?d8i

<

SP.

If
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than 8. increases. Consequently,S.W2 increases, implying[look at (2')] that w1 must
rise.

Write col(8a, 813)to denote that the value
of w1 is dependent on both discount factors. The comparativemodel yields a prediction of what will happen when bargainers' discount factors are switched, as they
are from cell 1 to cell 2.
PROPOSITION6: Supposethat 0 < q < Q
< 1. Then w1(q, Q) > w 1(Q, q).

(See AppendixA for the proof.)Proposition
6 is true because, given W2(Q,q),there is
always a second-period split under (8a, 8p3)
= (q, Q) that makes both a and ,3 better

off. Consequentlya must offer ,3 more in
the first period when

(8a,

813)

=

(q,

Q) than

when (8aS 813) = (Q, q). Comparing cells 1
and 2, the observed mean offers are as
Proposition 6 predicts, and the difference
across cells is statisticallysignificantat all
conventionallevels (Table 2).
C. Incomplete Information

(See Appendix A for the proof.) Both the
pecuniaryand the comparativemodel predict that ,3's equilibriumshare will increase
as S. increases.
PROPOSITION5: For all Sp, if d8, >0,
then dc1> 0.

(See Appendix A for the proof.) The intuition for Proposition 5 is as follows. An
increase in Sl3 decreases the comparative
value to a of any period-2 split. Consequently,W2must decrease.However,as the
math shows, W2 decreases at a slower rate

20In the case of the Ochs and Roth study, I made
my comparisons on the basis of the final round of play.
The only observation that is inconsistent with the theory is that for Ochs and Roth's two-period cells in
which the discount factors are flipped. However, judging from the figures in their paper, the observed difference in the average opening offers for round 10 is
not statistically significant. Cells 1 and 2, however,
provide an example that is consistent with the theory,
and the shift in offers is statistically significant at all
conventional levels.

As described above, the comparative
model assumesthat subjectshave complete
information about one another's utility
functions. In reality, however,they do not.
More specifically, although somewhat
roughly, the marginal rate of substitution
between absolute and relative money most
likely varies by individual, making utility
functionsprivateinformation.The observed
dynamicsof the experimentalcells suggest
an explanationfor how subjectshandle this
problem.
Suppose that each a bargaineris either
risk-averseor risk-neutral.If there exists a
first-periodproposal of {k or more, which
both maximizesthe expectedmonetaryvalue
of the game and is the minimumproposal
acceptableto all ,3 bargainers(with probability 1), then such a proposal should be
preferredto any other by all a bargainers.

21For the moment, suppose bargainers are riskneutral. Then, a's expected utility function over the
set of outcomes {x1: i,a,(xl)21}
can be written as
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$4.80 were almost always accepted (only
one exception in 90 observations).In every
other columnthere is a substantialpercentage of rejections.For cell 2 (Fig. 9, Table 4),
the offer with the highest expectedpayoffis
about $5.50, and offers at or above this
value were accepted 93.5 percent of the
time, with a muchmore substantialpercentage of rejections for lower offers. Thus,
while the offer with maximum expected
value is not literallyacceptable every time,
such an assumptionseems reasonablyaccurate.
Proposersdo not know the offer with the
peak expected value when they begin play,
so they must search. Searchingcan be conceptualizedas a fairlystraightforwardexercise in hill-climbing,made even easier if
proposers assume (correctly)that the offer
with maximumexpected value is also the
minimumoffer that is acceptedwith probaA((1 - xj)k, 1) = (1- xj)k. Let F,(xl) = Pr{first-period
bility 1. Then, searching proceeds roughly
offer of x 2 x1 will be acceptedby a randomlychosen
as follows. Based on a subject'spriors, he
,/}. Then, the expectedutilityto a from proposingxl
makes an offer. If it is rejected,he makes a
is given by
more generousoffer in the next round;if it
is accepted, his offer is less generousin the
- xj)k, ai,l(xl))
+ (1- F,(xl))
F,(x1)A((l
next round. If searching is over a singlepeaked hill, one would expectthe processto
X max{A(Qa(l - W2)k, ia,2(AW2)), A(O, 1))
convergeon the peak.
A smoothingof the curves presented in
Figures
8-10 shows that they may all be
where W2 is the (expected)second-periodequilibrium
proposal.Restrictingattentionto the discountfactors thoughtof as single-peaked.The observable
used in the experiments,it can be shownthat 3,W2k <
implicationis that experienceshouldlead to
2k, meaning that a may restrict considerationto
a greaterconcentrationof offers aroundthe
x1 < 1. Then, the expected utility to a from proposing
peak
expected value. Actually, some evix1 can be writtenas
dence of this has alreadybeen mentioned:it
happens that mean offers, at least for the
xj)k + (1- F,(xl))
Fg(x1)(1later rounds of play, correspondclosely to
the offer that maximizes expected value
A(O, 1))
Xmax{A(Q5a(l -W2)k, ia,2(W(2)),
(compareFigs. 1, 2, and 5 to their counterparts in Figs. 8-10). The standard errors
aroundthe mean offer shrinkwhen moving
where max{A(Ga(- w2)k, ia 2(C2)), A(O,1)} E [0, 2k].
of a's expectedutilTherefore,a roughapproximation
from cell 1 (inexperience)to cell 4 (experiity is givenby
ence). Another way of seeing this is to note
how, in Figure 8, the dispersion of offers
shrinkswhen movingfrom cell 1 to cell 4.
F,(xl)(1 - x1)k + (1- F,(xl)) 'k

Intuitively,the reason for expectingthe two
conditionsto overlap is that offers that are
rejected lead to very small payoffs relative
to those that are accepted, so even a small
probabilityof rejection greatly diminishes
expectedvalue.
The data corroborate this intuition. In
Figures 8-10, average earnings for a are
plotted against opening offers to p (Tables
3-5 show the acceptancesand rejectionsfor
these opening offers). The plots for cells 1,
3, and 4 (Figs. 8, 10) are all very similar,
havingpeak values right aroundan offer of
$4.80 (40 chips).For cell 2 (Fig. 9), the peak
value is around $5.75 (48 chips). As shown
in Tables3 and 5 (cell-3 portion),for cells 1,
3, and 4, offers of greater than or equal to

Table 3 displays the distribution of open-

(i.e., a's expectedutilityis approximately
equal to the
expectedvalue of his first-periodproposal.Let x4 be
the offer that maximizesexpectedvalue. If x4 maximizes this expected value and Fg(x*) = 1, then riskaverseproposersshouldpreferx1 as well.

ing offers for each cell, by a bargainer.
Across cells 1 and 4, the distributionsof
opening offers, by category,are quite similar (a slightlyhigher proportionin cell 4 is
concentrated in the upper two categories
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Cell 1 (Inexperienced)
9-

9

8

8

7

(0

7 -

-;

6 2-

45

6
V

V

4 -

w

w

3 C-

CX,

a

3
C

2

I

1

25

2

A--

50

45
40
35
30
OpeningOffer(chips)

25

4'

30

35
40
Offer(chips)

45

50

45

50

Tournament
Cell7 (Experienced)

Cell 5 (Inexperienced)
900

900*

800

800 -

0

600~~~~~~0

600

.E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
w

4-00

w

400-

Co30030-C

<200 -

;

100

100
0
25

200-

30

40
35
Offer(chips)

45

-

----

50

0............0
30
25

40
35
Offer(chips)

observedaverage
pecuniary equilibriumprediction

FIGURE 8. AvERAGE EARNINGS FOR a: (3a

16,) = (2, 1)
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TABLE3-OPENING OFFERSBYa PLAYER:(B.,

=

1115

(2, 4)

A. Directmoneysplit:
Cell

?

Valueof openingoffer(dollars)
Total
$3.84 $3.96-$4.08 $4.20-$4.68 < $4.80 earnings

1 (inexperienced,8 rounds)

aaaa
aa

a

a

aaa
aaaaaa
aaaaaaaa
aaaaa
aaaa
a
aaaaaa
aa

4
6

35
35

a

aaaaaa
aaaaaaa
aaaaaa
xaaaaaa

xxa
x

a total
a+ x total

x
xx

xaa
xxxaaa
x
xxa

0
4

12
19

4 (experienced,7 rounds)

a

x
xxxaaaa

a total
a+x total

xx

xxxxaaa
xxxxa

0
2

4
12

5
9

$56.40
$53.40
$51.36
$46.08
$44.72
$43.48
$42.00
$28.44

$50.52
$49.20
$44.24
$42.96
$33.28
$27.76
$15.32

25
26

B. Toumament:
Cell

?384

Value of openingoffer(points)
396-408
420-468
2 480

5 (inexperienced,7 rounds)

aaaaaaa
aaaa
aaa
xxaaa

a total
a+x total
7 (experienced,6 rounds)

3
5
aaaaaa

xaaa
a total
a + x total

15
15

9
10

aaaaaa
aaaaaa
aaaaaa
aaaaaa
aa
26
26

Notes: a = accepted offer; x = rejected offer.

a
aa
xaaaaaa
a

aa
aa

10
11

18
18

a
aaaaaaa
aaaaaaa

Total
points
5,544
5,304
5,280
4,896
4,484
4,200
4,200

4,968
4,824
4,776
4,752
4,752
4,056
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Direct Money Split
Cell 2 (Inexperienced)
9-

87cu

6-

,,
-o-

4

as
w

-

3

.!)

0u

2

<

0u ............................

39

44

49

54

59

64

69

Offer (chips)

Tournament
Cell 8 (Experienced)
900 -

Cell 6 (Inexperienced)
900

O

800

800 -

700

700
0

600
u500-

w

0)

9400300

w

-

c

600 5400

300

200

200-

100

100

39

44

49

59

54

64

69

39

44

49

Offer (chips)

Offer (chips)
*-

-----FIGURE

observed average
pecuniary

9.

54

equilibrium

AVERAGE EARNINGS FOR

prediction

a: (5aa aj)

=

(1, 2)

59

64

69
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TABLE 4-OPENING

OFFERS BY

a

PLAYER: (85,

1117

13p)= (3 2)

A. Direct money split:
Total

Value of opening offer
< $4.68 $4.80-$5.40

Cell
2 (inexperienced, 7 rounds)

x
x
x

xxaa
xxxaaaa

2 $6.12 earnings

$5.52-$6.00
aaaaaaa
aaaaaaa
aaaa
aaaa
xxaaaaa
aa

aa
aa

atotal

0

6

29

4

a+x total

1

13

31

4

$42.00
$42.00
$37.64
$36.00
$30.01
$29.20
$27.32

B. Tournament:
Value of opening offer (points)
< 468

Cell

480-540

6 (inexperienced, 7 rounds)

x

xxaaaa
xxa
a
xxa
xxa
xxxxaa

Total
2 612

552-600
xaaaaaa
a
aaaa
xxaaaa
aaaa
x

aaa

atotal

0

10

19

3

a+ x total

1

22

23

3

8 (experienced, 7 rounds)

xaaaaaa
xaaaaaa
xxaaaaa
xxaaaaa
aaaaaaa

a total
a + x total
Notes: a = accepted offer; x

-

=

xxaaaaa
xxxaaa

a

23

14

34

15

points
3,760
3,540
3,512
3,388
3,384
2,504
2,204

3,696
3,248
3,176
3,176
2,856
2,856
2,604

rejected offer.

[71 percent] than in cell 1 [64 percent]).22 gories in cell 4 than in cell 1.23 Thus, the
However,on a bargainer-by-bargainer
basis, similarityof the total distributionsis deceiving: cell-4 a bargainersexperimentedmuch
there is much less deviation across cateless with opening offers than did those in
cell 1. In addition,the table sortsbargainers
22PerformingPearson'schi-squaretest on the hyby their total earnings,and in cell 4, nearly
pothesis that the distributionof offers is the same
acrosscategoriesyields a test statisticof 5.0749(d.f. =
3). The hypothesiscannot be rejected at any conventionallevel of significance.Since there is no theoretical
justificationfor the categorydefinitions,the test has
little statisticalpower,but nonethelessit providessome
idea of how much variationthere is between the two
distributions.

23In fact, taking the absolute value of the difference
between first- and last-round offers for each player, the
average for cell 4 is approximately $0.16 (less than 1.3
chips), while the average for cell 1 is approximately
$1.16 (about 10 chips).
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Rotating Positions
Cell 3 (Inexperienced)
9,
8
7co
6-

-Z

CD

n5

w
3-3
Cu

0 ..........
30
25

35

40

45

50

Offer(chips)

Truncation
Cell9 (Inexperienced)
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all of the offers of the four bargainersmaking the most money had values of $4.80 or
more. Almost all of the offers of the three
bargainers making the least money had
lesser values. In fact, the three bargainers
making the least, including the one who
made nothing but pecuniary-equilibrium
offers, would have made substantiallymore
money ($42.00)by alwaysofferingthe equal
money split (assumingthis would alwaysbe
accepted-a reasonable assumption,judging fromthe data).
The four top bargainersappear to have
been awareof the informationcontainedin
Table 3: offersbelow $4.80 get turneddown
a substantialproportionof the time,24and
since rejectionsare very costly, it is best to
keep offers at about $4.80. This information, however, appears to be unevenly distributed among experienced bargainers,
possiblydue to the fact that some may have
been ,3 bargainersin cell 1 or may have
participatedin cell 2, where the discount
parameterswere different,and hence their
experiencewas not quite as helpful. For a
few cases, other explanations may be required.25

9g

The descriptionof the dynamicprocessas
one of hill-climbingroughly characterizes
the behaviorof most subjects.The vast majority only move their offers up when they
experience rejection and move them down
only after acceptance,albeit, some are very

87
62

3

w
"

3-

2u

0
25

30

35

40

45

50

Offer(chips)
~- *

observedaverage

------

pecuniary equilibriumprediction

FIGURE 10. AVERAGE EARNINGS FOR a,
ROTATING POSITIONS AND TRUNCATION:
(8a' 8~)
)=(2, 1)

24It might be objected that the a bargainerwho
made the most moneyin cell 1 also made a substantial
numberof pecuniary-modelequilibriumoffers. Note,
however,that the other playerswho made a substantial
numberof equilibriumoffers all finishedin the bottom
50 percent in terms of money earnings.In short, the
bargainerwho made the most moneygot lucky.
it is very difficultto trace individ25Unfortunately,
ual bargainersfrominexperiencedto experiencedcells.
However,due to particularcircumstances,it was possible to trackthe perfect-equilibrium
bargainerof cell 4
(who made $27.76). He made mostly perfect-equilibriumoffers in cell 1 (and made $43.48).Apparently
his experiencein cell 1, in which he was rejected43
percentof the time, did not havemuchof an impacton
his thinking.One possible explanationis that, due to
the luck of the draw,he was actuallypaid for two of
the rounds in cell 1 in which his perfect-equilibrium
offerswere accepted(almost$16 total). He was not so
fortunatein cell 4 (makingless than $5).
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TABLE 5-OPENING

OFFERS BY

a

PLAYER, (28,

1119

8 ) = (3, 3)

A. Rotating positions:
Value of opening offer
Cell

< $3.84 $3.96-$4.08

3 (inexperienced, 11 rounds)

aaaa
a
xaaaa
xaaa

Total

$4.20-$4.68

?

a
a

a
aaa

a
x

a
aaaaa
aaaaaa
aa
aaaaa

aa

x

x

xxaa

a

x

xxaa
xx

a

aa

$4.80 earnings

xaaaaaa

atotal

0

18

5

30

a+x total

2

26

7

31

$37.56
$35.28
$34.32
$33.24
$31.36
$31.08
$30.40
$30.00
$26.20
$25.80
$22.48
$21.84

B. Truncation:
Value of opening offer
Cell

< $3.84 $3.96-$4.08

$4.20-$4.68

x

xa
xa
xa
x
xxxaa
xxxxxxxa

$4.80 earnings

aaaaaaaa
xaaaaa
xaaaaa
xxaaaaaa
xaaaa
xxaaaa
xa

9 (inexperienced, 8 rounds)

x

Total
?

x

a total

0

3

2

33

a+x total

1

16

6

41

$46.20
$42.84
$42.60
$40.92
$35.52
$25.92
$22.56
$7.92

Notes: a = accepted offer; x = rejected offer. For cell 3 (rotating positions), because
there were 11 rounds, half the subjects made one more proposal than the other half.
For the purpose of comparability, earnings for the last round, in which proposers were
randomly chosen, are omitted.

slow to change (similar observationswere
made by Ochs and Roth [1989]).

Bl(&o1)be shorthand for Bl(co1k, c,1[1- &),]),

and similarlylet B1(W2)be shorthandfor

Bj(80&o2k,1).
D. Changing the Value of the Pie

It is easy to show that, if the value of the
pie (k) is increased, then the value of the
first-period equilibrium offer (w1k) must
also increase [from equations (1) and (2)].
The interesting question, however, is how
the w1 term shifts. The comparativemodel
does not offer a clear-cutprediction.As an
example of the type of additionalassumption necessary to get determinance, let

PROPOSITION 7: Suppose that B1(o)=
B1(co2) and suppose that t) > 850.If dk > 0,
then dwo <0.

(See AppendixA for the proof.) For example, when B's utilityfunctionis quasi-linear
in the absolute money variable, B(wo1) =
B1(W2). In such a case, the marginalrate of
substitutionbetween absolute and relative
money is independent of the value of k

1120
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(i.e., the amount of absolute money that ,B
is willing to exchange for more relative
money is independentof the initialvalue of
the pie). Consequently, when w 1> S., an

increase in the value of k allows for a
decrease in the proportion of the pie offered to [B.
For the more generalcase, the movement
of w1 as k increasesis indeterminant.However, the comparativemodel does shed light
on the determiningfactors: from the perspective of a ,3 bargainer,an increase in k
has the impact of increasingthe utility he
expectsif the game progressesto the second
period [i.e., the value of the right-handside
of (2') increases]. Therefore, whether 01
rises or falls depends on a kind of income
effect: it depends on how [3's relative preference for absolute and relative money is
affectedby a rise in the level of reservation
welfare. Thus, O1 rises if fairness (relative
money) is a "normal"good and falls if it is
an "inferior"good.
So far the discussion has assumed complete information.Under incomplete information, there may be additionalconsiderations: if fairnessis an inferiorgood for most
but not all bargainers,w, mightnot fall and
might even rise. To see why, recall that in
cells 1 and 4, 40 chips appears to be the
optimaloffer. If chip values increase,inferiority of fairness for most ,B's implies that
fewer bargainerswill rejectoffersjust under
40. On the other hand, as the value of the
chips increases so do the losses to an a
bargainerfrom a rejectedoffer (losses relative to a "noncontroversial"offer like 40).
Even if the probabilityof a rejection decreases,it maybe optimalfor a to continue
to offer either the same or maybe even a
slightly larger proportion of chips. It all
dependson the new expected-value-of-offers
curvein conjunctionwith a's risk posture.
How w, will shift is ultimatelyan empirical question.There is little relevantdata.26

26In Guth and Tietz (1988), the size of the pie is
varied,but no cleartrendemerges.Also, I do not think
the studyyields an appropriatetest of the hypothesis,
becauseendingthe game in disagreementwas the only
counterofferallowed.
disadvantageous

E. Truncation Games

A test of whether bargainerpreferences
are correctly specified by the comparative
model is providedby cells 9 and 10. In these
cells, a's second-periodoption of rejecting
,B's offer was removed, in effect giving ,B
dictatorialpower over second-periodsettlements. The comparativemodel predictsthat
any second-periodsplit will have ,B taking
all 100 chips.
In the case of

(8a,8)=(2j)

the com-

parative-equilibriumfirst-period offer for
the truncatedgame is greater than that for
the nontruncatedgame: for the truncated
game, equation(2') becomes
B(&olk,i0(ol))

=

B(1k,1).

Let (o'1, oj)) be the equilibrium of the corre-

sponding nontruncated game. The offers
must satisfy
B((c)'4k,i

(W))

=B(8 cofk, 1) <B( k, 1).

The inequalityfollows because, in the nontruncatedgame, ,B'ssecond-periodequilibriumoffer must give a a positive amountof
the pie. It follows that oi > co'1.
In the case of (a, d)= (1,2), the comparativeequilibriumis identical to the pecuniaryequilibrium:for the truncatedgame,
equation(2') becomes
B(wlk,i

1(cO1)) = B(2k, 1)

and w,==2 is the unique proposalsatisfying
the equation.
Intuitively,the truncationlowers the cost
of relativemoneyfaced by ,. Consequently,
,B will demand more relative money (i.e.,
a's first-period equilibriumoffer must be
greaterin the truncatedcase).
Note that the only effect truncationhas
on pecuniary-modelpredictionsis to narrow
the set of equilibriafromtwo to one. Therefore, an alternative hypothesis is that no
change will result from the truncation.The
truncation of second-period play was the
only design feature that differentiatedcells
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TABLE 6-MODEL
PREDICTIONS AND
TESTS: TRUNCATION

1121

Truncation
Cell 10 (Inexperienced)

Predictions (comparative model only):

10/ug >/

and

A9

> /4
9

A1? = $8.04 (67 points)

A

A~~~~~~

Tests:
Hypothesis (Ho)
/L9

Al

,U9 <,U4

/U10= $8.04

t statistic

d.f.

2.736
2.153
0.000

13.5
12.0
7.0

Notes: ui= observed opening offer in cell i. All t
statistics were calculated using means and standard
errors from the last round of the cell(s). Welch's twomean test was used for two-mean comparisons (see
Bickel and Doksum, 1977 pp. 218-9).

.0

57
6-------------

0)5
C

0
32-

9 and 10 from their respectivecounterparts,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
cells 1 and 2.
Round
First, consider cell 9. The statisticaltests
of the comparative-modelpredictions of
A maximum observed offer
openingoffersare presentedin Table 6, and
the informationis displayed graphicallyin
}
mean plus 2 standard errors
Figure 5. The observed mean offer in the
last roundof play is greaterin cell 9 than in
mean observed offer
either cells 1 or 4, and the difference is
mean minus 2 standard errors
significantat all conventionallevels. Figure
10 shows why a bargainersincreased their
LI minimum observed offer
offers:whereas ,3 bargainersin cells 1 and 4
almost alwaysacceptedoffers of 40 chips or
------equal division
more, in cell 9 they began turning down
offers of less than 45 chips on a fairlyregupecuniary equilibrium
lar basis (24 percentof all offersbetween 40
interval
and 44 chips were turneddown).More than
FIGURE 11. MEAN OBSERVED OPENING OFFERS,
39 percent of all initial offers were turned
TRUNCATION:(8., 8p) = (3, 2)
down (see Fig. 6), and all but one of these
was for more than the pecuniary equilibrium,meaningthat, for all but one case, no
advantageouscounterofferwas even possidiction:one for one chip more and one for
ble. Seven of eight 13bargainersmade disone chip less.
advantageouscounteroffers.In all 25 releCell 10 affords an opportunity to test
vant observations,B3'scounteroffergave him whetherbargainershave the types of preferall 100 chips, so the comparative model
ences that are postulated by the comparaperformswell in cell 9.
tive theory. Bargainers are assumed, all
In cell 10, the observed mean offers for
other thingsequal, to prefermore money to
the last two rounds are identical to the
less, meaning (a) ,B bargainersshould turn
point predictionof the comparativemodel
down all offers of less than 67 chips and (b)
(Fig. 11). In fact, in these roundsthere were
all second-periodoffers should have ,B deonly two offers that differed from the premandingand receivingall 100 chips. Of the
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Truncation
Cell 10 (Inexperienced)
4

1~~~~~~
17
6 4 26.6%

3LA

DE=2

29.4%
157

z

0
1

2

3

5
4
Round
2: 3,2

disadvantageouscounteroffers
rejected second-periodoffers

7

8

Cell Totall

Round-by-Round
rejected first-period offers

6

E

rejected first-period offers/observations
disadvantageous counters/rejected first offers
rejected 2nd offers/rejected first offers

2: 1,1 = 2 disadvantageouscounterproposers:1 per proposer
FIGURE 12. REJECTED OFFERS, TRUNCATION: (8,' 8a)

=

(4,2)

Truncation

20 first-periodoffers of less than 67 chips Cell 10 (Inexperienced)
made to ,B, 12 were turned down. Of the
9eight accepted,just one deviatedmore than
and
only
the
equilibrium,
from
two chips
8
two others deviated by more than a single
chip (the averagedeviationwas two chips or
7
co
$0.24). Thus, while there seems to have
5
6
been some token altruism,(a) appearsto be
reasonablyconsistentwith the data. Of the
17 initial offers that were rejected, all but
three (made by two bargainers)were folw
lowed by /8 taking all of the chips (average
3second-periodoffer to a was slightly less
3
than two chips;(see Fig. 12), so (b) appears
-CL
to be reasonablyconsistentas well.
Assumption4 of the comparativemodel
asserts that, once bargainershave achieved
parity with their bargainingpartners, they
0
are no longer concernedwith relative com44
49
39
54
59
64
69
parisons,only with earningmore money.An
Offer(chips)
alternativehypothesisis that bargainerutil- *
observedaverage
ity is actuallymonotonicallyincreasingover
-----pecuniary equilibrium prediction
the entire domainof the relativeargument.
The differenceis significantbecause, while
FIGURE 13. AVERAGE EARNINGS FOR a,
TRUNCATION:(8a, 8f3) (3X 3)
weakerversionsof most of the propositions
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TABLE 7-OPENING

OFFERS BY

a

PLAYER, TRUNCATION:

p)

(8a,

1123
=

(3, 2)

Value of opening offer
Cell

< $7.08

$7.20-$7.92

10 (inexperienced, 8 rounds)

Total
$8.16

$8.04
aaaaaaaa

xaa
xaa
x
x
xxxx

xaaa
xaaaa
xxaaaaaa
aaaa
xaaa
a

xxa
xa
xaa

aaaaaaaa
a

a

a total

0

8

29

10

a + x total

6

14

34

10

earnings
$31.68
$29.76
$24.36
$24.12
$23.76
$19.96
$19.80
$13.52

Notes: a = accepted offer; x = rejected offer.

in Section II would still hold, Proposition 2
would be lost. Cell 10 provides a test. If
Assumption 4 is valid, then offers of 67 or
more chips should always be accepted. On
the other hand, if utility is always monotonically increasing, then one would expect offers of 67 chips to be turned down, since
doing so (and taking all 100 chips in the
second period) would cost /8 only $0.04 (i.e.,
for the cost of just $0.04, /8 can obtain the
highest possible relative value; see Fig. 13).
Of the 44 offers in cell 10 that were at or
above 67 chips, only five were rejected (see
Table 7). All of those rejected were for
exactly 67 chips, and these came from just
two /8 bargainers. Neither of these bargainers was consistent: each accepted 67 chips
on one occasion. Further, each accepted the
one offer of more than 67 chips that she
received: one for 69 chips and the other for
70 chips. Even if these two bargainers did
receive utility for relative comparison values
greater than parity, the additional utility
from achieving the highest relative comparison possible would appear to be worth little
to them-less than $0.36. Assumption 4 appears to be reasonably accurate.
III. Extended Version of the Comparative Model

paring the slice of pie he receives to that
received by those with whom he splits the
pie is key to the comparative model. An
interesting implication of this assumption is
that the behavior of the bargainer might be
manipulated by changing the identity of his
fellow pie-slicers. Consider, for instance,
placing the standard two-period bargaining
game in a tournament in which each a
bargainer's payoff depends on how successful he is at bargaining relative to other a
bargainers (same for /,'s).27A bargainer now
shares a payoff pie with his bargaining
counterparts, rather than his bargaining
partner, in the sense that a larger slice for
one a means the other a's will have less to
share (the same is true for /3's). The way for
a bargainer to obtain as large a relative slice
as possible is to maximize his bargaining
earnings (i.e., the bargainer should never
make disadvantageous counteroffers). Since
everyone will be doing the same, the pecuniary equilibrium should result.
B. Formal Model
Formalizing these ideas requires a little
notation. A two-period alternating-offer
bargaining game, g, consists of two players,

A. Intuition
27

The assumption that a bargainer's welfare is determined, at least in part, by com-

A similar device was employed by Roger C. Kormendi and Charles R. Plott (1982) in a different sort of
experiment.
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a and f3, playing either the direct-moneysplit or truncationgame for 100 chips (note
that the definitionof g is distinct from the
payofffunctionwhich assignsmonetaryvalues to the chips obtained). Define a bargaining round-robin as the quintuple,
G = (g,N,M(t),S,

H};

where
g is a two-periodalternating-offerbargaining game;
N = {1,... , n} is the set of bargainers;
M(t) is a mechanism,matchingbargaining
partners for each round (t = 1,2... 0), no

two bargainers matched together more
than once;
S = {sI(si,.5.

.,

sn)} is the strategy set induced

by {g,N, M}; and

H is the monetary payoff function, H(s)
Rn, s E S.
Let U = {U1,. . ., Un} be the bargainers'
utility functions defined over the payoff
space H(S). {G,U} constitutesa noncooperative game. Since no two bargainers are
ever matched together more than once,
{G,U} is finite. Without loss of generality,
M(t) maybe taken to determineall matches
prior to the start of the round-robin.
A bargaininground-robinmay be composed of several smaller bargainingroundrobins. A component is a bargaining
round-robinthat cannotbe decomposedinto
smallerones. For example,for cells 1-4 and
9-10, each two-personbargaininggame is a
component. Only bargaining round-robins
with a unique decompositionwill be considered.
Suppose that G is composed of components G1, ... , GC, ... , Gr; where Gc =
{gC, NC,MC(t), SC, HC}. Let Pc be the Pareto
frontierof HC(SC).A pie, D, is a subset of
Nc such that (a) FjE1DPj is constantfor all
p E PC, and (b) there is no subset of D that

satisfies (a). Intuitively,bargainersshare a
pie if a bigger slice for one means that the
others necessarily receive a smaller slice.
Attention will be restricted to bargaining
round-robinsin which, for any component,
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GC, the set of all pies, KC,is a nonintersecting cover of NC.

A descriptionof U requiresa characterization of the appropriatecomparativeindexes. This, in turn, requiresa theoryabout
what relative yardstick bargainers use to
measure their earnings. My conjecture is
that each bargainercompares his earnings
to those of the bargainerswith whom he
shares a pie. Suppose that j E D E KC.Denote a comparisonindex by ij(qD), where
qD is the payoff vector associated with D.
Let {D1,... , Dr} be the set of pies that bar-

gainer j participatesin dividingduringthe
course of G. Then bargainerj's utilityfrom
receiving (qjP,
+

Uj(qPi

.. ., qPJr)is
*Di

+

q

given by
ip,

iDr

For cells 1-4 and 9-10, each two-person
bargaininggame is a component.All of the
results derived in Section II can be supportedin the extension.29
In the tournamentcells, chips were valued in points (detailed below). The number
obtained by each bargainerwas totaled at
the end of the round-robin.The a who
obtained the most points relative to all a's
received a fixed first prize, the a with the
second-mostpoints received a fixed second
prize, and so forth (the same was true for ,3
bargainers).Each tournamentthereforehas
only one componentwith two pies: one contains all a bargainers;the other containsall
28KC is a nonintersectingcover of Nc if (i) for all
D, E E KC,D n E =0 and(ii) for j E NC,j e D for some
D E KC.
29Asimpleway to do this is to supposethat each a
has a utilityfunctionof the form
Ua,(q

DI

+

qDril.ir

...+

-

A(qPI,iPI)

+

+ A(qjD,

iP).

Suppose 8's utility function is additivelyseparablein
the same manner.Both A(*) and B( ) satisfyAssumptions 1-4. As in Section 11-B,bargainingpartnerstake
each other's utility function as common knowledge.
Then, the equilibriumof the round-robingame can be
constructeddirectlyfromthe comparativeequilibriaof
the individualgames. All derivationsof Section 1I-B
are valid in the extension.
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,3 bargainers. Since each pie contains more
than two bargainers, it is difficult to say
exactly what characteristics the comparison
indexes should have. Even if the indexes are
completely specified, there is a further problem: there are several ways to extend Assumptions 3 and 4 beyond the two-bargainer
case. Fortunately, in order to specify the
equilibrium of the tournament, these questions can be finessed: very weak assumptions are sufficient. Invoke Assumptions 1
and 2 plus the following two assumptions.
ASSUMPTION 5: iP(pD)
in Pj;J E D,DE{a,3,}.

is nondecreasing

ASSUMPTION 6: Uj is nondecreasing in iD;

j E D, DE {a,f8}.

Note that Assumptions 5 and 6 are weaker
versions of Assumptions 3 and 4.
It will be assumed, in the following proof,
that any time a bargainer is indifferent between accepting or rejecting an offer of zero
chips, the offer is rejected with probability
1. This rule allows for the "uniqueness"
result. Note that the solution concept is
trembling-hand perfect equilibrium. Because of the nature of the information sets,
there are no proper subgames in a tournament round-robin.
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points accumulated during the course of
the round-robin.
Consider the final round of play and the
information set at which a responds to a
given second-period offer. Because it is a
weakly dominant strategy, in any perfect
equilibrium, a accepts an offer of a positive
number of chips with probability 1 and, as
assumed, rejects an offer of zero chips with
probability 1. Now consider the information
set at which /3 makes the second-period
offer. Sequential equilibrium requires that,
in conjunction with Bayes's rule and a's
strategy choice, B3's strategy choice must
maximize her expected utility. Since a will
accept any positive offer but reject zero
chips, offering one chip and keeping the
rest for herself is /3's unique perfect-equilibrium strategy. Now consider the information set at which /8 decides whether to
accept or reject a's first-period offer. By
once more applying the requirements of sequential equilibrium, it can be seen that /3's
unique perfect-equilibrium strategy is to accept any offer greater than or equal to the
pecuniary-equilibrium offer and to reject
otherwise.
Now move to the next-to-last round of
the tournament. Iterated application of the
above reasoning completes the proof.
C. Tournament Cells

PROPOSITION 8: Let
G = {g,N,M(t),S,H}
be a tournament bargaining round-robin. The
unique perfect equilibrium for G has each
bargainer playing the pecuniary equilibrium
of the bargaining game g.
PROOF:
The proof makes use of the facts that
weakly dominated strategies are never
played in perfect equilibrium and that all
perfect equilibria are sequential equilibria
(see David M. Kreps and Robert Wilson,
1982). Since players compare themselves
to their counterparts and not to their bargaining partners, tournament utility functions are nondecreasing in the number of

Cells 5-8 were "tournaments": subjects
played the basic bargaining game, except
now they negotiated over points. In each
game, the first-period value of each chip
was 12 points. For cells 5 (inexperience) and
7 (experience),(&3,b) = (2, 3), so for a and
,f second-period chip values were, respectively, 8 and 4 points. These values were
reversed in cells 6 (inexperience) and 8 (experience). As with the direct money split,
bargainer roles were not changed during the
session, and each a played each 8 exactly
once. Individual points were summed across
games, and totals were private information30

30A subject's accumulated total was displayed on the
screen after every game.
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until the conclusion of the session, when
they were announced without attribution.
Payoffswere made accordingto the number
of total points a bargaineraccumulatedrelative to other bargainershaving the same
type (a or p8).The a who obtainedthe most
points relative to all a's received a fixed
firstprize,the a with the second-mostpoints
received a fixed second prize, and so forth
(the same was true for ,Bbargainers).Payoff
scheduleswere providedto subjectspriorto
play and were identical for both types (see
Appendix B). Payoffswere designed to be
comparableto the actual payoffs made in
the direct-money-splitcells with respect to
maximum,minimum,and mean. Tied bargainers received the averageof the awards
assignedto the positions in which they finished. Experiencedsubjectswere recruited
in much the same way as for cell 4 (see
Table 1 for breakdown).
Table 8 displaysthe predicted comparative-equilibriumbargaining splits for the
tournamentgames. They are the same (in
terms of chips) as those predicted by the
pecuniarymodel for the analogous directmoney-splitgame.
Figure 1 presents (graphically)information about the average observed opening
offers for cells 5 and 7. Offer behavior in
the inexperiencedtournamentcell and the
inexperienceddirect-money-splitcell is very
similar. However, with experience, tournament subjects play in accordancewith the
predictedequilibrium.In fact, in cell 7, the
observedmeans are virtuallyidenticalto the
prediction and have very low standarderrors. These observationsare all confirmed
statistically(see Table 8).
The equilibriumpredictionfor cells 6 and
8 are rejected at all conventionallevels of
significance(Table 8). Nevertheless,Figure
2 displaysmovementtowardsthe predicted
equilibriumas bargainersgain experience.
The movement is particularlynotable because in cell 8 the observed mean offer
crosses the fifty-fiftymonetaryline (i.e., on
average, the first-moveradvantage disappears).
Thus, a behavior is clearly different in
the tournaments,and so is ,Bbehavior:there
is only one disadvantageouscounterofferin
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AND
TABLE8-MODEL PREDICrIONS
TESTS:TOURNAMENT
Predictions:
A55 = ,U7 =
A6 = A8

396-408 points (33-34 chips)

= 792-804 points (66-67 chips)

Tests:
Hypothesis (HO)
,US= 408
,U5 = 396
A7 = 408
U7 = 396
A6 = 792
A8 = 792
Al =
4=
P-2 =
/J-2 =

A5
A7

A6
/J18

t statistic

d.f.

0.934
1.219
-2.443
-0.349
- 9.768
-5.621
-0.171
4.018
-0.127
-1.546

6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
8.37
7.55
11.38
9.72

Notes: ,u= observed opening offer in cell i. All t
statistics were calculated using means and standard
errors from the last round of the cell(s). Welch's twomean test was used for two-mean comparisons (see
Bickel and Doksum, 1977 pp. 218-9).

cell 5 and none in cell 7. While there are
severaldisadvantageouscounteroffersin inexperienced cell 6, there is only one in
experiencedcell 8. Final rejectionrates are
also generally much lower than in the direct-money-splitcells.
The dynamicsthat were developedearlier
can be appliedhere as well: as in the direct
money split, a bargainers search for the
offer that returnsthem the highestexpected
value. Now, however, /3 bargainersare not
willing to make disadvantageouscounteroffers. Consequently,a bargainersare led to
offers.The movementis
perfect-equilibrium
visible in the data: in cell 5, the peak of the
curve has shifted
average-observed-earnings
to the equilibriumprediction,and it is actually just below this in cell 7 (Fig. 8). The
story is somewhatmore complexfor cells 6
and 8. Note that, with experience,the earnings peak movesforwardacrossthe fifty-fifty
split line and that the distributionof offers
moves forwardwith the peak. (Tables 3 and
4 tell the same story on a disaggregated
level.)
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The dynamicssuggest that, if play in cell
The results of the superexperiencetour8 were iterated a few more times, maybe naments are summarized in Figure 14.
offers would move to the predictedequilib- Opening offers in the first tournamentare
rium. In order to test this, eight subjects very similarto those in cell 8, but over the
were invited to play a series of five new
next four tournamentsthey convergeto the
tournaments,all identicalin designto cell 8.
fifty-fiftysplit. Therefore, the equilibrium
Subjectswere randomlychosen from a list
prediction fails. Nevertheless, behavior in
of those who had participatedin at least
these tournaments is very different from
two prior tournaments (superexperience). that in the direct money split (cell 2). In
The new tournamentswere run in a single particular,over the course of the five toursession, but the procedureswere otherwise naments there is not a single disadvantaidenticalto the previousones. In particular, geous counteroffer,nor is there a first-mover
subject types were randomly reassigned advantage.
prior to each tournament.New tournament
Of course,these datamayimplythat there
payoff schedules were comparable to the
is a problem with the comparative-model
previous ones in terms of maximum,miniextension. On the other hand, they may be
mum, and mean. At the conclusion of the
indicative of a flaw in the experimental
session, two tournaments were randomly tournamentdesign:in the new tournaments,
chosen for payoff.
an a bargainerwhose offer was rejected
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usually rejected the counteroffer. A majority of these rejected counterofferscame
in tournament 2 and were spread fairly
uniformlyamong three of the four a bargainers. Suppose that tournament-2a bargainers, upon experiencing a rejection,
concluded that the number of points they
were offered (usually around 80) was not
sufficientto change how they finished relative to other a bargainersand, therefore,
not sufficient to change their payoff (rememberthat they were unawarethat other
a bargainerswere experiencingsimilar difficulties). Being otherwise indifferent, it
would not be surprisingif these a bargainers rejected in order to hurt the 13who put
them in this situation(lexicographicpreferences of this sort would not be inconsistent
with the comparativemodel). As a result of
this experience, f8 bargainers might conclude that, in the future, they should reject
only if there exists an advantageouscounteroffer giving a a very substantialnumber
of points. This would allow a bargainersto
be more aggressive. Indeed, after tournament 2, first rejectionsquicklytail off, and
opening offers settle down to fifty-fifty.
The reason such scenarios are possible
has to do with the ordinal nature of the
design of the tournamentpayoff schedules.
Since only the order of finish counts, a few
points may not make a difference in an
individual'spayoff. The extended comparative model does not include such a feature.
This incongruitybetween experiment and
theory could be avoided by paying each
subject accordingto the proportionof the
total points accumulatedby bargainersof
the same type for which she is responsible.
For example, if a bargainersmake a total
of 100 points and a given a bargainer is
responsiblefor 30 of those points, then he
would receive 30 percent of the payoff
money allotted for a types.
It shouldbe stressedthat the tournament
data, discretenessand all, are very different
than the direct-money-splitdata. In particular, experiencedtournamentplayersdo not
make first-period disadvantageous counteroffers, while experienced money-split
playersdo. Moreover,the directionof data
shifts is alwaysconsistentwith the predicted
direction,and in one case, the point predic-
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tions are accurate. Thus, by several measures, the extended comparativemodel is a
good, if somewhat rough, description of
tournamentplay.
In addition,there is some evidenceagainst
one possible alternativeexplanation:in the
tournaments,the payoffschedulesfor a and
13bargainersare identicaland, hence, more
equitable, at least in the sense of opportunity, than they are in the directmoney split,
where randomlyassigned a bargainershave
a first-moveradvantage.Thus, in the direct
money split, f8 bargainerscompensate for
the inequity of opportunityby demanding
equitable splits, while in the tournaments,
they are content to take as many points as
they can get, since doing so does not mean
that they must settle for a smallerpayment
than the a bargainers.This possibility is
tested, albeit indirectly, by cell 3, where
subjectstook turnsbeing a bargainers,thus
having equal opportunities to exploit the
first-moveradvantage.If the hypothesiswere
true, one would expect to see pecuniaryequilibriumresults in cell 3, but this is not
the case (see Section I-E).
IV. Conclusions

The key idea driving the comparative
model is that bargainersappear to desire
fairness for themselves,treatingfairnessfor
their partners as their partners' problem.
Obtainingfairness does not appear to be a
moral imperative:subjectsconsider the pecuniaryprice and have varyingreservation
values. Bargainersmaking proposals must
take this into consideration or suffer the
consequences.In fact, copingwith this situation is the dominantstrategicaspect of the
game. The resulting behavior can be captured in a subgame-perfect-equilibrium
model in whichmoney and fairness(relative
money)are incorporatedinto bargainerutility functionsas substitutablegoals.
The comparativemodel fits well with the
qualitativeregularitiesobservedin previous
experimentalstudies. In the experimentsreported here, it predictsaccuratelywhen discount factors are switched between proposer and responder. It also predicts well
when the second-periodaccept/reject node
is truncatedfrom the game. Some cells were
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designedto test alternativeexplanations.In
the resultingdata, there is no evidence that
greater subject experience leads to pecuniary-equilibrium
play. In fact, with experience, mean offers remainunchanged,while
standard errors shrink. Nor is there evidence that the equity of the experimental
design has explanatorypower.
Standard-modelequilibriumresults were
obtained in both a truncationgame and a
tournament.The amount of money available in these gameswas comparableto that
available in the direct money split. This
impliesthat nonstandard-modelplay cannot
be attributed to capriciousness resulting
from insubstantialpayoffs.This is not to say
that there wouldbe no changeif the amount
of money bargained over were increased.
From the perspective of the comparativemodel analysis, any such change pivots on
whetherfairnessis a "normal"or "inferior"
good, and if inferior,the risk posture of a
bargainersmay also be a factor. What, if
any, changewould occur is presentlya matter of speculationwhich can only be settled
by furthertesting.
The tournamentsprovide some evidence
that behaviorcan be manipulatedby altering a bargainer'scomparison group. The
data have a competitivelook: there are few
disadvantageouscounteroffers,and in one
case, play was almost identical to the standard theory's prediction. Among other
things, this suggests that the comparative
model may be quite consistent with the
standard economic theory of competitive
markets,at least in some environments.
One might take the view that the experiments reported on in this paper simply
demonstratethat there is an uncontrolled
nonpecuniary variable present in utility
functions.While it is true that the nonpecuniaryvariableis not suppressed(in spite of
the pecuniaryincentives offered), to come
to such a conclusionis to miss the intended
point: the nonpecuniaryvariablecan be isolated and characterized.The proof is that
outcomes can be manipulated'onthe basis
of the characterization.Understandingthe
systematicinfluenceof this variableon one
class of experimentsis a step towardunderstanding its influence in a larger domain.
Althoughunderstandingdoes not implythe
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ability to suppress,31 it is not clear that
suppressionis (always)desirable:to assume
that the lab results are interesting only if
the nonpecuniaryvariable is suppressed is
to assume that the nonpecuniaryvariableis
not significantin the field. In fact, absent
evidence to the contrary,the broader significanceof the fairness motive is an open
question.
I do not think it prudentto concludethat
subjects who make disadvantageouscounteroffers are acting irrationallysimply because this behaviorfinds no ready explanation in standard theory. The fact that
people vote in nationalelections, in spite of
the virtuallyzero chance that one vote will
influence the outcome, does not find ready
explanation either. Nevertheless, voting is
not considered irrational.Why are people,
at least in some situations,willingto pay for
fair treatment?It is a key question,as of yet
without an answer.
APPENDIX
PROOFS

A:

AND DERIVATIONS

PROOF OF LEMMA 1:
Suppose the statementis not true. Then,
by Assumption1 there exists open interval
t
i' > 1, such that A2 > 0 for all i E
(i',
(i', i") (the proof for the case of A2 < 0 is
analogous).Then, it must be the case that,
for arbitraryz,
A(z,i")

-

A(z,i')

=e>0.

On the other hand,by Assumption4, for all
8 > 0 it is the case that
='>0

A(z+8,i')-A(z,i')

and by Assumption1, 8 can be chosen such
that E'< E. Substitutingthe second expression into the firstyields
A(z,i")

-

A(z + 8,i')

=

-

o0

31Understanding may imply methods for suppression. For instance, the tournament design may be
thought of as a restructuring of bargaining payoffs in
an effort to suppress fairness concerns (although I find
it more useful to think of the design in terms of
fairness-manipulation).
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which contradictsAssumption4. The proof
for utilityfunction B is analogous.

Case 2: 58,2 < '.-In the second period,
,8 never receivesless than a, so

PROOF OF PROPOSITION1:
Define x* by

a(1- X)=8p4x*.
that A(a(l -

tonicity implies
A(O,1). It follows from continuitythat there
exists 0)2 satisfying(1). Let
12]

x4) ? 1. By mono-

Consequently, x41(1tonicity,
x*

B d ' -1

cok ,1)

> B(5

By continuitythere exists (D1< x4 satisfying
(2').
That (02 is the unique subgame-perfectequilibriumstrategystarting in the second
period is clear from the monotonicityof the
utility functions. The only thing to worry
about with to1 is that it might be the case
that
-

A(8a(1

2

>

tol

2)

2a(1-

Thus, in absoluteterms, a gets more in the
first period. Since to, <2 then i
and therefore,in comparativeterms, a gets
at least as much in the first period. It follows that a prefersreceivingco1in the first
period to receiving 0t)2 in the second.
Formal derivationsof Propositions3, 4, 5,
and 7 require the total differentialsof (1)
and (2'):
(Al)

[

akAi

8,2A2j

dw2

+ a(1W- 2)Al dk
+ [(1-G

C)2))

(02)k,i,2(

&2)

On the other hand, from (2'), it must be
that to, < 2 or equivalently1- ao)> 2. Combininginequalities,
1-

x4 = max[58,&)2

1-

J'

Monox*)k, 1)>

2)kAl +

A2] da
51(2

> A(1-(Oj, ia,

Sa(1W-2)

(1())).

-

That is, a prefersthe second-periodoffer to
offering to1 in the first period, implyingan
incentive to deviate. To see that this can
never happen,considertwo cases:
'
2.-From

Case 1: 58o2

(2') it follows

that to = 813o2. Since 0 < 83 < 1,

(A2)

IkB1(w1) +

t1 =

1-t

l

1-

=

Ct1t, 1

8a(1

da 1

w2kBl(w2) d81 + 83kB1(W2)dW2

()2 > 8a(1?02)

Thus, in absoluteterms, a gets more in the
first period. On the other hand, from o, =
58,02 and 1- ol > a(1 - (02), it follows that
~a,i(1i)

A2 d8

+ [w1jBj(w1)- 8b 2B1(w2)] dk
=

(t)2 >

1)2

2w

02)

02)

i(?

)

which means that a also gets more in comparativeterms.Therefore,a prefers receiving 0t1 in the first period to receiving 0t)2 in
the second.

where Bl(o1) is shorthand notation for
Bl(olkk,to,/[l-to1])

and Bl((o2) is short-

hand for B1(8,too2k,1).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION3:
Reduce (Al) and (A2) by setting dk=
d8p = 0. Signing the terms of (Al) yields
dco2> 0. The propositionis then established
by signingthe terms of (A2).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION4:
Reduce (Al) and (A2) by setting dk = 0.
Signing the terms of (Al) yields do2 > 0.
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The propositionis then establishedby signing the terms of (A2).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION5:
Reduce (Al) and (A2) by setting dk=
d5a =0. Use (Al) to substitute d(o2 out of
(A2). Signingthe result proves the proposition.

In absolute terms, a gets more money from
q(l - A)k than from Q(1 - to4)k. Also, since
Awas chosen so that 13gets the same amount

under either set of discount factors, it follows that a prefers A from a relativepoint
of view as well. This means that
A (q(l1-A) k,

PROOF OF PROPOSITION6:
Let 42 = w2(Q,q). Choose A such that
q
QA=q&2 k= Q 2
and since q < Q, then AE (0,1) and is well
defined as a potentialoffer. In fact, thinkof
A as a potential second-periodoffer when
(,a

3) = (q, Q). Note that A has been cho-

sen to give 13the same money value under
(q, Q) as c4 does under (Q, q). Recall that
in the second period, f8 never offers a more
money than p receives. Consequently,
qtok > Q(1- to*)k=: to*> Q
(Q2

-

q2)4)* > Q2

Qq

-

=,q(Q - qo*) > Q2 Q2(*
=

l-q

,W

>A

> Q(l

-

*)

a

q(l-w*)k,

=A(O, 1).

The continuityproperties of A imply that
there existsan equilibriumofferA*(q, Q) > A
such that QA*> qw4. Therefore,relativeto
the game with (5a 8 )=(Q,q), a's firstin the game with
period equilibriumofi&er
=
must
be
Q)
greater.
(q,
(8a,
8,3)
PROOF OF PROPOSITION7:
Reduce (Al) and (A2) by setting d5a=
d8b = 0. Use (Al) to substitute dw2 out of
(A2). By suitable rearrangementof the resulting equation, it is clear that the coefficient of dk will be positive if
(01

q
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-

62

-

NO-

02)

>

0

which simplifiesto t1 > 5., and this is assumed true. The proposition follows from
signingthe terms of (A2).

Appendix B: Experiment Materials
Instructions

Below are the complete instructions(exact transcript)for the tournamentcells (5-8).
Alterationsfor nontournamentcells appearin brackets.Italicizedsections were read aloud
just prior to the beginningof the experiment.

Welcome to Simulab! Please read the instructionscarefully. If at any time you have
questionsor problems,raise your hand and the monitorwill assist you. From now until the
end of the experiment,communicationof any nature,with other participants,is prohibited.
This experimentis part of a study having to do with bargainingbehavior. During the
experimentyou will participatein a series of bargaininggames. For each game, you will be
matchedwith one of the other participantspresent in the room. You will never be matched
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with the same personmore than once. All matcheswill be anonymous:you will not knowthe
identity of the person you are matched with, nor will they know yours, nor will these
identities be revealed after the experimentis completed.
Each game is played by one "Alpha" player and one "Beta" player. If you are an Alpha
player for one game, you will be an Alpha player for all games. The same applies to Beta
players. The actual type you are assigned to be will be determined by a coin flip just prior to the

beginningof the experiment.[For cell 3, the following was substituted for the last two
sentences: All participants will alternate between types in such a way that for half the games
they play they will be an Alpha type and for the other half they will be a Beta type. (If we play
an odd number of games, then typesfor the last game played will be established by the flip of a
coin.)]

Each game consists of two playing periods. During these periods, players take turns
proposingways to divide between them 100 (abstract)chips. In Period 1, Alpha proposes a
division.If Beta accepts this divisionthe game ends and each playerreceives the numberof
chips designatedby Alpha's proposal.However,if Beta rejects Alpha's proposal,the game
proceedsto Period2 and now Beta proposesa divisionof the 100 chips. If Alpha acceptsthe
new division,the game ends and each player receives the number of chips designatedby
Beta's proposal.However,if Alpha rejects the Period 2 proposal,the game ends and both
playersreceive zero chips.
Note that the number of chips to be split is always constant at 100. So you may always use
100 chips in a proposal. You may use less than 100 chips, if you like, but you may never use
more than 100 chips.

Each chip has a point value. [For all non-tournamentcells: Each chip has money value.]
Alpha's chip values may differ from those of Beta's and chip values are always higher in
Period 1 than in Period 2. At the beginningof the game, the computerwill informyou what
the chip values will be (the chip values will be the same from game to game). Bargaining
partnerswill know each other's chip values as well as their own.
You can calculatethe value of a proposalto'you by multiplyingthe relevantchip value to
the numberof chips that you will receive if the proposalis accepted.For example,supposea
Period 1 proposalcalls for you to receive Z chips and your Period 1 chip value is P Points
per chip [for all non-tournamentcells: P dollarsper chip].Then, providedit is accepted,the
proposal'sworth to you is (P x Z) Points [dollars].A totally analogous calculationdetermines the value of the proposal to your bargainingpartner. For your convenience, the
computerwill automaticallycalculateand displaythe value of any proposalfor both you and
your bargainingpartner.Scratchpaper and a pen have been providedto you for any other
calculationsthat you mightwish to make.
At the completion of each game, fill out a Bargaining Record form (several blanks should be
laying [sic] next to the computer). Completed Bargaining Records provide you with a history of
the past games that you participated in and you may reference them at any time during the
experiment.
You will play enough games so that each Alpha player will be matched exactly once with each
Beta player. At the end of the experiment, the number of points that you receivefor each game
will be summed up. The Alpha player and the Beta player with the highest number of total
points will each receive a cash award of equal value. A smaller cash award will go to the Alpha
player and the Beta player with the second highest number of total points, etc. A complete list of
the cash awards has been provided to you. Note that the cash awards for Alpha players are
identical to those for Beta players.
In case of a tie, the players involved will each receive the average of the relevant awards. For
example, if two Alpha players tie for first place, each would receive a cash award equal to the
average of the first and second place awards. The Alpha player with the third highest total
points would then receive the thirdplace award, etc.

[For all non-tournamentcells, the followingwas substitutedfor the last two paragraphs:
You will be paid the money that you make for two of the games that you play. We will play more
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than two games. The two that you are paid for will be determined by a lottery to be held at the
conclusion of the experiment. Since you will not know in advance which games will count, it is
in your interest to make as much money as you can in each and every game played. The amount
you make will be completely confidential. The money is yours to do with as you please.]
[For tournament cells 11-15: We will repeat this experimentseveral times. You will be paid
for two runs which will be determined by a lottery at the conclusion of the session.] Since the
amount of money you make is determined by the total number of points that you accumulate, it
is in your interest to make as many points as you can in each and every game that you play [in
each and every experiment]. You will be paid your cash award immediately upon completion of
the experiment. The amount that you make will be completely confidential. The money is yours
to do with as you please.
A note about operating the computer: whenever it is your turn to make a proposal or to
respond to one, you are not committed to any particular course of action until you have pressed
the "y" key when the "Verification" message is on the screen. Until then, you may freely
experiment with alternative courses of action without any commitment or loss of options.
However, once you have pressed the "y" key while the Verification message is on the screen,
your proposal or response is sent to your bargainingpartner and it cannot be recalled. So before
pressing the "y" key, be sure to check the screen to see that the computer is sending the message
that you think it is sending.

In the time remainingbefore the session begins, play some practicegames. Practiceuntil
you feel comfortablewith how the game is played. Be awarethat the practicegames differ
from the real games in three ways. First, no money will be paid for the practice games.
Second, in the practicegamesyou will be able to experiencebeing both an Alpha type and a
Beta type. In the actualexperimentyou will be either one or the other everygame. Third,in
the practicegames your bargainingpartnerwill be the computer.[For cell 3, the following
was substitutedfor the last five sentences:Be awarethat the practicegames differfrom the
real games in two ways. First, no money will be paid for the practicegames. Second, in the
practicegamesyourbargainingpartnerwill be the computer.]The computer'sresponsesand
proposalsare generatedrandomly,so they won't make any sense. This, however,should not
deter you from becomingaccustomedto how the game is playedand to how data is entered
into the computer.
You may returnto these directionsbetween practicegames if you wish to do so.
TournamentPayoff Schedules
Cells 5, 6, and 8:

Alpha
Total points
Highest
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Lowest

Beta
Award
$16
$14
$12
$10
$8
$5
$5

Total points
Highest
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Lowest

Award
$16
$13
$11

Total points
Highest
Second
Third

Award
$16
$14
$12
$10
$8
$5
$5

Cell 7:

Alpha
Total points
Highest
Second
Third

Beta
Award
$16
$13
$11
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$9
$6
$5

$9
$ 6
$5

Fourth
Fifth
Lowest

Award
$16
$12
$ 8
$5

Total points
Highest
Second
Third
Lowest

Fourth
Fifth
Lowest
Cells 11-15:

Beta

Alpha
Total points
Highest
Second
Third
Lowest

Award
$16
$12
$ 8
$5

Screen Facsimile and Postsession Questionnaire (Exact Transcript)

Supposeyou are going to play one more roundof the game. You are the Alpha playerand
the computer is the Beta player. You know that the computer has been programmedto
adhere to the following strategy:reject Alpha's Period 1 proposal only if there is some
Period 2 proposalwhich, if accepted,would give Beta more points.
Below is a representationof what the screenwould look like for this game.At the bottom,
fill in the Period 1 proposalthat you, as an Alpha player,would make.
BargainingRecord:you are an Alpha player
Beta Chip Values

Alpha Chip Values

Period 1: 12 Pointsper Chip
Period 1: 12 Pointsper Chip
Period2: 4 Pointsper Chip
Period2: 8 Pointsper Chip
All proposalsmust involve100 chipsor less
*

*

*

Period 1 Proposal: Enter the number of chips Alpha receives:
Enter the number of chips Beta receives:
Bargaining Record (Exact Transcript)

BargainingRecord

Game
You are a (circle one)

Period 1

Beta

Alpha

player.

Alpha Chip Values

Beta Chip Values

Period 1: $0.12per chip
Period2: $0.08per chip

Period 1: $0.12per chip
Period 2: $0.04per chip

Alpha'sproposalis:
Alpha receives

Period2

Beta's proposalis:
Alpha receives

Beta receives

chips

Value: Alpha receives $
Beta (circle one) accepts

chips

Value: Alpha receives $
Alpha (circle one) accepts

Summary:You receive

chips

Beta receives $
rejects Alpha's proposal.

chipswith a value of $

Beta receives
Beta receives $
rejects Beta's proposal.

chips
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and answers that gave the reverse of the
equilibrium,which is the correct equilibrium for cells 2 and 6). None of the disadvantageouscounteroffersansweredwith the
pecuniary-equilibriumresponse, but there
were only four such bargainers.Participants
in cell 10 received the question with the
same discountfactorsthat they playedwith.
Fully 100 percent answered the question
correctly.
Of course, the question was not a test;
there is no right answer. Nevertheless,the
answersgiven indicate that a high percentage of participantswere capableof calculating the pecuniary-equilibrium
offer. In addition, there is some evidence that the play of
the preceding cell influenced many of the
nonequilibriumanswers:76 percentof these
were in the directionof the observedaverage settlement. A similartrend is observed
when movingfrom inexperiencedto experienced cells: in cell 4, where average observedopening offers were greaterthan the
pecuniary equilibrium, the percentage of
equilibriumanswersactuallydecreasedrelative to cell 1. In cells 7 and 8, where offers
were at or closer to the equilibrium,the
percentage rose relative to cells 5 and 6.
These results suggest that some subjects
may have interpretedthe question as a request for advice on how to play the game
with other people.

It has been suggested that disadvantageous counteroffersare signs that participants did not fully understand the game.
The argumentseems to be that disadvantageous counteroffersare the result of subject
confusion about the values of alternative
availableactions.This assertionwould seem
to be refuted by the results of the truncation and tournamentcells, in which a slight
modificationof the game dramaticallyreduces the frequency of disadvantageous
counteroffers. Also, the computer calculated the value of all proposals and displayed them to subjects,so it is not clear to
me what the source of confusion is supposed to be. Nevertheless,there is the followingfurtherevidence.
At the end of each session, subjectswere
asked, in writing, to consider playing the
game once more, as an a bargainer,with a
computeras ,3 partner(see screen facsimile
and postsession questionnairein Appendix
B). Subjects were told that the computer
was programmedto reject a's offer only if
there existed some second-period counteroffer that would, if accepted, yield (8
more money (more points in the case of
tournamentcells); this is just a description
of ,'s pecuniary-equilibrium
strategy.
In inexperiencedcells with discount factors (8a, 8,3) = (, 1) (cells 1, 3, 5, and 9), 71
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